
Topics:

1.Sensetable:  
A table-top Tangible Interface for IP Network 
Simulation.The system is used to manipulate the 
network topology in the surrounding area controlling 
various parameters like links,nodes,cost etc. along with 
real-time feedbacks.

2.Magic Book:
A project that primarily aims at building a medium for 
transporting users from virtual reality(VR) to aug-
mented reality(AR) to the real world in a �uent manner, 
for ef�cient analysis or experience of certain visual 
data.

3.Trackable Interactive Multi-modal 
Manipulatives (TIMMs):
A table-top tangible collaborative distance learning 
environment through the concept of Trackable 
Interactive Multi-modal Manipulatives (TIMMs) for blind 
and visually impaired students.R
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Related research areas:
Research:

1.Tangible User Interface(TUI) with Table-top interaction

2.TUI with Virtual Reality and Augumented Reality (on a book)

3.TUI in Tangible User Environment with table-top TIMM’s. 



Possible Applications:

1.Network Simulation: 
  Water Management,
  Smart Grid Electrical Systems,
  Traf�c management,
  Scheduling.

2.Education:
  Architecture(Archeology),
  Biology,
  Material Sciences, 
     Interior Design,
  Literature and Fiction.

3.Learning:
  Collaborative and Distance learning,
  Effective and simple way of teaching Disabled,
  



Framework and Parameters:

The various parameters in our study that made it tangible user interface are:

1.Physical Pucks wih LC tags and book.

2.Graphical User Interfaces.

3.AR glass with mode switching button.

4.Table-Top Interactions.

5.Real-time Feedback(* real time is content speci�c)

6.Multiple Interactions.

7.Trackable manipulatives.

8.Multi-modal Feedback.



Interaction Points and Styles:

The various real-world interaction points:

1.Circular pucks used for rotation.

2.Button on the pucks for click and selection of options.

3.Flipping a book.

4.Mode switching button (Switch) on AR glasses.

5.Multiple Users.

6.The supportive interactions like Stacking,Rolling,Connecting and Guiding done by 
TIMM’s.

7.Multi-Modal Feedbacks(Visual,touch,etc).

8.Immersive 3D virtual space.

9.Projections,AR displays.



Analysed 
Positives:

Analysed 
Negatives:

1.Manipulating Multiple 
   parameters simultaneously.

2.Tools provided are more 
   accessible for novice users.

3.Multiple Interactions possible  
   at a time.

4.Platform for Collaborative and  
   distant activities.

1.Might not accessible to 
   everyone.

2.Resource Limitations.

3.Not always economically   
   sound.


